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Mission Statement

Physical Infrastructure, devices and systems that control and 
monitor Data Centers worldwide are increasingly at risk from 
threats.

These same threats can impact availability of services, as well as 
safety on-site & can lead to a data breach.

Our goal is to drive a marked increase of the security posture 
of these systems by establishing frameworks and standards that 
can be utilized during the entire lifecycle of these assets.
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Well, first I would like to start with a Mission Statement. It is important for us to establish a common ground on some conceptual frameworks that are instrumental for a complete understanding of the scope of work described as Data Center Facility security. Often times we tend to overlook some key aspects of the security under a broader perspective, such as the Asset Lifecycle Management.



Security State of Play
As both IT and OT networks converge, the threat landscape is 
also escalating...

...Why is this happening? and what does this convergence mean 
for the Data Center industry?
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“Security” is a multi-faceted topic spanning information security, network security, and physical security, along with related topics like crisis management, operational continuity, and incident investigations.  Ideally, security planning, design, and execution are carried out in a holistic manner leveraging complementary aspects of logical and physical security controls and minimizing unnecessary overlap.



Existing Approach
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Why focus on "Physical Security"?
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Critical Security
• Information (Data)
• Network
• Devices

Non-Critical Security
• Infrastructure
• Perimeter
• Others
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Presentation Notes
To date, security across Open Compute Project (OCP) guidelines has focused on information and network security measures. While these aspects of security are critical to delivering and operating secure data center infrastructure, a gap has existed in guidance for physical security best practices. We aim to provide a summary of foundational principles on physical security and general approaches to the development of physical protection systems (PPS) followed by application of these concepts to built data center infrastructure across a range of generalized scales from rack-level to multi-building campus level applications. This document focuses on physical security and is intended to offer a foundational understanding of the topic, as well as to highlight principles of physical security to data center infrastructure across a range of scales from rack-level security to multi-building campus applications.



Asset Awareness
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Site
Site selection, availability of 
resources, connection to the 
grid, access to the facilities

3

Building
Data center facility elements 
within the physical security 
envelope must be considered

5

Racks and OEM
Last and highest levels of 
security expected on this level

2

Perimeter
Perimeter protection is the first 

layer of physical security, also 
known as Security Envelope.

4

Data Center
From a physical security 

perspective, the weakest link of 
a data center is the number of 

building access points and 
external equipment openings..

Deterrence Detection Delay Response

Knoke, M. E., C., & Managing Editor. (2012). Protection of Assets: Physical Security (First Edition). ASIS International.
ASIS International. 2021. Physical Asset Protection (Standard ASIS PAP-2021).



Lifecycle Management
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Refresh/Retrofit

• Security at Planning 
Stage

• DEC encompassing all 
aspects of physical 
security

• Feedback into recycle, 
so Planning is optimized



Holistic Security System
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Kang, H. (2015). An Efficient and Secure Physical Security Method of Data Center. Journal of Security Engineering, 12, 609-620.
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By its very nature, a balanced protection system will require a holistic approach to its design and implementation, going beyond physical security controls and includes network and information security controls (i.e., logical controls), as well.  Through the thoughtful and measured application of each of these approaches as a system, an extremely effective security system can be realized where synergies and efficiencies are leveraged and duplicative and unnecessarily redundant aspects are minimized.  Truly optimal security systems live within touch of these three primary security pillpillars’erlapping space



Applicability
• Physical Security is a broad and diverse topic
• OCP Physical Security workstream aims to provide guidance for 

the industry and increase awareness
• Performance Objectives still under evaluation
• In scope vs Out of Scope under discussion
• Physical Security will drive our efforts towards a more reliable DC 

Infrastructure
• The industry will benefit from this initiative in the long run
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While physical security is a broad and diverse topic, these OCP Physical Security Guidelines are intended to provide foundational information on physical security, its performance objectives and general approaches, and application of these approaches to operational data centers and supporting infrastructure as described in the following sections. 



Why don't you join us?
• Reach out to Joey Arato at joey.arato@ocproject.net
• Get involved in the Project/Sub-Project Community
• We are actively searching for more "Contributors"
• Where to start?

Make sure you access the following links:

Operation Technology Security Group: https://www.opencompute.org/projects/operation-technology-
security-incubation

Project Wiki: https://www.opencompute.org/wiki/Data_Center_Facility/Operation_Technology_and_Security

Mailing list: https://ocp-all.groups.io/g/OCP-DCF

mailto:joey.arato@ocproject.net
https://www.opencompute.org/projects/operation-technology-security-incubation
https://www.opencompute.org/wiki/Data_Center_Facility/Operation_Technology_and_Security
https://ocp-all.groups.io/g/OCP-DCF


Open Discussion
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